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Summer At The Little Cottage On The Hill An Utterly Uplifting Holiday
Romance To Escape With The Little Cottage Series Book 2
The climb up the hill takes her past sweet-smelling pink roses in full bloom and leads her to an utterly breathtaking view. Megan is
happy to be home at last, but will her relationship have survived the journey? It has been a difficult few years for thirty-year-old
Megan Forrester, completing her apprenticeship and trying to maintain a long-distance relationship with her gorgeous boyfriend,
Liam. She’s returned home to compete in a local craft competition. The prize is the chance to design beautiful new gates for the
estate at the bottom of the hill, a job which could secure her future in the village forever. As the contest gets underway, Megan is
devastated when a rival design turns out to be almost identical to hers. Someone in the close-knit community must have leaked her
sketches, but who? Is it the same person spreading heartbreaking rumours about Liam? Down to the last few left in the competition,
Megan throws her heart and soul into a show-stopping final piece… but will winning even matter when the truth about Liam is finally
revealed? Do you adore feel-good stories that leave you with a smile on your face? This heart-warming romance is a perfect escape
for readers who flew through novels by Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Debbie Johnson. What readers are saying about Return to
the Little Cottage on the Hill: ‘So heart-warming, uplifting and romantic. You can certainly escape away in this perfect summer
read… A great read and such an easy read worth more than five stars.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Heart-warming, feel-good…
filled with plenty of love, family and laughter. An absolutely wonderful series so far, with this latest addition being no exception. …
Highly recommended! Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars What readers are saying about Emma Davies: ‘Absolutely loved this one…
Such an easy to read book and perfect for losing yourself for a few hours on a sunny day! A lovely heart-warming story of friendship,
love and music. Wonderful!’ Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘A wonderfully uplifting enjoyable read to make you smile.’ Nicki’s
Book Blog, 5 stars ‘Such a lovely read! Heart-warming and uplifting… A delightful feel-good story that will leave you with a smile on
your face.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Simply brilliant… hooked from the first page and wanted to give it far more than the five
stars… so heart-warming and romantic and uplifting and such a delight to read… has you in tears… An amazing read and so uplifting. I
highly recommend I couldn't put it down at all.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A charming story that I enjoyed reading every second
of.’ Rachel’s Random Reads, 5 stars ‘A wonderfully fun feel-good book… Beware that this book will have you binge-reading it in one
sitting. It is that good. Loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Such a lovely read! Heart-warming and uplifting… A delightful feelgood story that will leave you with a smile on your face.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Flew through this one just like her others! A
great feel-good light read.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Tears in my eyes and goose pimples galore!’ B Is For Book Review
The latest book in the international bestselling series that has hit the charts in Germany, Italy and the Czech Republic!
Looking for a fresh start? Welcome to Butterbury... A delightfully heartwarming story, perfect for fans of Holly Hepburn and Cathy
Bramley The Little Cottage in Lantern Square is Helen Rolfe's four Lantern Square novellas collected together for the first time. Step
into the magic of Lantern Square... Hannah went from high flyer in the city to business owner and has never looked back. In the cosy
Cotswold village of Butterbury she runs Tied up with String, sending handmade gifts and care packages across the miles, as well as
delivering them to people she thinks need them the most. But when her ex best-friend Georgia turns up and wants in on the action,
will Hannah be willing to forgive and forget? With her business in jeopardy she needs to maintain the reputation she's established,
and discover who she can trust... Meanwhile, a mysterious care package lands on her own doorstep at Lantern Cottage. Who is
trying to win her heart - and will she ever be willing to give it away? *The Little Cottage in Lantern Square is the collected Lantern
Square novellas. If you have read and enjoyed the novellas, then you have already enjoyed The Little Cottage in Lantern Square. For
more novellas from Helen Rolfe, try her Little Cafe at the End of the Pier series, or The Kindness Club in Mapleberry Lane* ***
Readers have fallen in love with Lantern Square: 'Such a perfect gift of a book!' 'Another fabulous read filled with happiness and
friendship' 'Set in the most picturesque little village and an absolute joy to read' 'What a beautiful story filled with happiness, comedy
and lovely characters' 'My favourite type of book - a heart-warming tale of friendship, romance and community spirit' 'Lantern
Square sounds a wonderful place to live in and heal your heart'
The Little Cottage on the HillA gorgeous feel good romance to escape withBookouture
The Kids Cottage Book
Return to the Little Cottage on the Hill
An absolutely gorgeous, feel good romance novel
A Feel-Good Second-chance Romance
A Novel
The Beekeeper's Cottage
‘I went for a walk around the garden. A great tit warbled above a patch of coltsfoot. I felt a thousand discoveries
awaited...'
Liked Louisa May Alcott's Little Women? You'll love Dandelion Cottage from Michigan author Carroll Watson
Rankin. In this charming tale, four girls play an extended and elaborate game of 'house' in an abandoned
cottage. Before long, the close bonds they form begin to spill over into real life -- with surprising and
serendipitous results.
One woman must keep her past—and her heart—hidden, but the man next door is just as determined to bring it to
light in the first book in a new small-town series from USA Today bestselling author Annie Rains.
From the "New York Times"-bestselling author of "Moon Shell Beach" comes a moving new novel about an
unexpectedly magical summer for three generations of women.
Christmas at the Little Cottage on the Hill
A Summer Hill Novel
Small Space Style
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Grief Cottage
The Guest Cottage
The Summer Book
It's never too late to start over. The Summer House weaves Lauren K. Denton s inviting Southern charm around a woman s journey to
find herself in a small beach town̶with a little help from the local retirement community. Lily Bishop wakes up one morning to find a
good-bye note and divorce papers from her husband on the kitchen counter. Having just moved to Alabama for his job only weeks before,
Lily is devastated. New to town and knowing no one, Lily finds herself in desperate need of a job and a new place to live. When Lily hears
that a hair stylist is needed at small retirement community, she decides to apply. Rose Carrigan built the small retirement village of Safe
Harbor years ago̶just before her husband ran off with his assistant. Now she runs a tight ship, making sure the residents follow her strict
rules. Rose keeps everyone at arm s length, including her own family. But when Lily shows up asking for a job and a place to live, Rose s
cold exterior begins to thaw. Lily and Rose form an unlikely friendship, and Lily s salon soon becomes the place where the colorful
residents share town gossip and a few secrets. Lily soon finds herself drawn to Rose s nephew, Rawlins̶a single dad and shrimper
who s had some practice at starting over̶and one of the residents may be carrying a torch for Rose as well. Neither Lily nor Rose is
where she expected to be, but the summer makes them both wonder if there s more to life and love than what they ve experienced so
far. The Summer House is a: Cozy novel full of charm and heart that s perfect vacation reading Celebration of new beginnings, friendship,
and family Sweet, clean romance set on the Gulf Coast The perfect summer read! Situated on the Alabama Gulf Coast, you ll feel the
sun, taste the salt, and linger with new friends̶you won t want to leave. And with lyrical prose and rich characters, The Summer House
is a beautifully poignant reminder that we are never too young to find a good place to stand nor too old to start over. ̶Katherine Reay,
bestselling author of The Printed Letter Bookshop and Dear Mr. Knightley
Featuring more than 200 tips for making the most of your little home, Small Space Style is the must-have, incredibly inspirational guide for
living large in compact quarters. Join small space lifestyle expert Whitney Leigh Morris as she demonstrates how to keep clutter to a
minimum, craft double duty layouts, personalize chic storage, go vertical when surfaces are limited, DIY clever custom built-ins, and even
entertain a crowd within confined square footage. With chapters centered around the essentials̶living, sleeping, eating, and
bathing̶Small Space Style features real-life examples from Whitney s own delightful and sophisticated cottage in Venice Beach,
California, as well as home tours of some of her favorite tiny houses, micro apartments, and beautiful, efficient small spaces.
For fans of Shannon Hale, Adam Gidwitz, and Michael Buckley comes a luminous new twist on a tale readers only thought they knew. . .
Once upon a time, there was a girl with golden locks. But that s just the beginning of this tale. The real story begins with a bear. Ursula is
a young she-bear who has come to work as a governess at the Vaughn estate. Although she is eager to instruct her young charge, Teddy,
she is also frightened, especially when inexplicable things happen in the huge house after dark. Ursula is sure she has heard footsteps in
the hallways at night, and that something is following her during her walks in the Enchanted Forest. Then there is Mr. Bentley, a young
bear also employed by Mr. Vaughn, whose superior disposition is enough to drive Ursula to tears . . . and yet why does he also make her
heart race? As Ursula works to unravel the mysteries of the Vaughn manor, she will have to be very, very careful. After all, true love, justice,
and a girl with golden locks are at stake. And in the Enchanted Forest, not every fairy tale is destined for a happily ever after.
Comforted by the gentle hum of the beehives at the bottom of the garden, Grace drains the last of her tea and walks slowly back towards
the little hillside house she adores. Her marriage is over, but is it too late to start her life again? Beekeeper Grace thought throwing out her
cheating husband would be the hardest thing she ever did. But when she opens the door to a property developer one morning, it s clear
that keeping the beautiful home and garden ‒ her only sanctuary throughout her miserable marriage ‒ will be the greatest challenge of
all… Fleeing to her best friend at the farm next door, Grace blurts out all her problems, only to be overheard by Amos, a handsome, freespirited visitor with a twinkle in his eye. Fascinated by Grace and her bees, Amos offers to stay in the village of Hope Corner, to help turn
her home into a guest house in return for lessons on beekeeping. As Grace shows Amos how to nurture a hive and harvest honeycomb
without getting stung, he is charming but secretive. He never stays long in the same place after an incident in his past involving a
mysterious woman named Maria. But as their eyes lock over a jar of homemade honey, Grace can t help feeling that she d really like
him to stay… Determined to dispel her growing suspicion that Amos is running from something serious, Grace goes in search of the truth
about Maria. But when she finds it, will she still want Amos to put down roots in Hope Corner, and will they still have a house to return to?
No matter how far they travel, bees will always find their way home… An absolutely perfect feel good romance for readers who adore
Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Debbie Johnson. Readers adore Emma Davies! Wow!!! Five stars is not enough for this book!
Absolutely nothing more than delightful and purely heart-warming! I did not put this book down!!… touched my heart on so many levels,
that I feel my words are not enough!... I highly recommended this book and can't wait to get my hands on all of her books!!!!!!!
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars Joyful and uplifting and really warms the cockles of your heart… Entirely uplifting and satisfying, with an
ending that really does bring a tear to the eye along with the widest of smiles. The writing is excellent ‒ an ease of readability, a vividly
described setting, excellent character development… this book has all the warmth of the fluffiest blanket, and I enjoyed it very much.
Being Anne, 5 stars Literally took my breath away… an uplifting read that will have you feel like you can tackle anything. It gives you
hope and makes you realise what is important in life. Some parts were a tad emotional but otherwise this was such a great read that will
uplift and inspire. Absolutely loved it! bytheletterbookreviews, 5 stars This is an emotional, feel-good rollercoaster of a read. That will
put a zest for life and tackling everything life throws at you back into your bones. It will make you laugh, make you cry and make you
smile. This is a lovely read. For chicklit and romance fans alike and I loved it. Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars Surpassed all my
expectations!... the warmth just pours out of it and it is a tremendously enjoyable read! I cannot recommend this one highly enough… A
full five dancing, glowing stars! Grace J Reviewerlady, 5 stars What a wonderful book!... I couldn t stop until I d finished, and this
took me just less than a day! It was full of emotion with plenty of smiles and a few tears thrown in for good measure… Fab, fab, fab!!
Would definitely recommend! Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars
A Clean & Wholesome Romance
An uplifting and feel-good romance to fall in love with
An utterly feel-good romance novel
An utterly uplifting holiday romance to escape with
Summer at Sandcastle Cottage
100 Ways to Love the Feeling of Being Home

To Florence Hackett and her daughters Elinor and Louisa, Richard Baurie, a handsome young bookstore clerk and
aspiring poet, seems a little odd but harmless enough. With his amusing conversation and his eager-to-please
attitude, Richard works his way into the Hacketts' confidence until he is almost one of the family. When he
suggests they rent Wisteria Cottage, a charming seaside residence, it seems to promise a summer of pleasant
companionship and fun. What the Hacketts don't know is that Richard is a deeply troubled individual, recently
released from a mental institution, and that their relaxing summer holiday will soon turn into a terrifying
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nightmare.... A brilliant psychological examination of criminal insanity, Robert M. Coates's Wisteria Cottage (1948)
earned rave reviews on its initial publication and was adapted for the 1958 film noir Edge of Fury. As Mathilde
Roza writes in the introduction to this new edition, "the novel has lost nothing of its remarkable power of taking
the reader into a disturbed man's world." "A brilliant tour de force."--The New York Times Book Review "Top peaks
of terror . . . a grade-A psycho-thriller!"--Saturday Review "As direct and frightening as the uncoiling of a
serpent."--Commonweal
Lonely for a place of her own, a ten-year-old orphan creates a secret home in a deserted cottage.
There’s blossom in the trees and daffodils as far as the eye can see. Maddie is looking forward to a fresh start in
the countryside, but there’s just one little problem… Following a scandal at her high-flying PR agency, twenty-sixyear-old Maddie flees London to help promote what she thinks is going to be a luxurious holiday retreat in the
countryside. Everything is riding on her making a success of this new job… Yet when she arrives, Maddie is
horrified to find a rundown old farm in a terrible state. The brooding and secretive owner, Seth, spent all his
money on leasing the land when he fell in love with the beautiful, dishevelled farm cottages and the very romantic
story behind them. When Maddie discovers an old oil painting by the original owner’s wife, she unlocks the secret
of the farm’s history and quickly realises she must start getting her hands dirty if this very special place is going to
have any chance of survival. As she and Seth begin working together, the stunning view from the top of the hill is
not the only thing that’s leaving her breathless… After weeks of hard work the dream looks like it might become a
reality, until a secret from Maddie’s past threatens to snatch it all away again. Can Maddie find a way to save the
business and herself? Will she finally find a place to keep her heart within the crumbling walls of the little cottage
on the hill? Perfect for fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Debbie Johnson who are looking to escape to the
countryside and fall in love watching the seasons change. What readers are saying about The Little Cottage on the
Hill: ‘A wonderfully uplifting enjoyable read to make you smile.’ Nicki’s Book Blog, 5 stars ‘Such a lovely read!
Heart-warming and uplifting… A delightful feel-good story that will leave you with a smile on your face.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘A lovely story that is engaging, heart-warming and perfect for an escape.’ I am, Indeed ‘This is a
warm, sweet story… The ending left me with a massive grin on my face – although that was after a few tears (both
happy and sad) too.’ After the Rain ‘A charming story that I enjoyed reading every second of.’ Rachel’s Random
Reads, 5 stars ‘A wonderfully fun feel-good book… Beware that this book will have you binge-reading it in one
sitting. It is that good. Loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Such a lovely read! Heart-warming and uplifting… A
delightful feel-good story that will leave you with a smile on your face.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Flew through
this one just like her others! A great feel-good light read.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A cute fluffy feel good
romance with some depth… Overall great read and sweet romance.’ Books and Quirks, 5 stars ‘A funny and heartwarming story, which makes you feel sad in parts and then lifts you up again with laughter in others…’ Stardust
Book Reviews ‘Another great book from Emma, flew through this one just like her others! A great feel good light
read.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
'THIS BOOK IS A DELIGHT. WARM, FUNNY AND FULL OF LOVE!' Katie Fforde, author of A Springtime Affair 'LOVELY,
SUNSHINEY . . . A TREAT' Carole Matthews, author of Sunny Days and Sea Breezes ___________________________
"...Before anyone or anything else could stop her, she pulled the flimsy airmail letter from her pocket and opened
it. The writing was black, small, and cursive, and there was a lot of it . . ." THE SUNNIEST AND MOST UPLIFTING
AUTHOR RETURNS! ___________________________ DISCOVER WHY READERS LOVE CHRISTINA JONES . . . ***** "Left
me with a massive smile on my face and great warmth in my heart" Netgalley reviewer ***** "Lovely and sunny,
with the right mix of drama and romance . . . The chip shop, the beach and the sunshine just add to the joy"
Netgalley reviewer ***** "I've been reading Christina's books for longer than I care to remember . . . I would
wholeheartedly recommend this book to anyone" Netgalley reviewer ***** "A wonderful book of a family built up
of friendships . . . Just loved it" Amazon reviewer ***** "So great to see Christiana Jones back writing again . . . Left
me with a massive smile on my face and great warmth in my heart" Amazon reviewer ___________________________
After trials, tears and a torturous break-up, Kitty Appleby has finally found where she's meant to be. Tumbledown
Sandcastle Cottage, in the delightful seaside village of Firefly Common, is home, and Kitty's eccentric band of
friends and neighbours are enjoying a glorious summer. There's just one tiny little problem. Sandcastle Cottage
doesn't belong to them. And Mavis Mullholland, Kitty's landlord, is on her way home from her round-the-world
cruise . . . Kitty can't bear to lose the community that's welcomed her in. But secretly, she can't bear to leave
Sandcastle Cottage without finding out more about the mysterious and enigmatic Vinny . . . Why can't she stop
thinking about him, when she's faced with losing everything? ___________________________ PRAISE FOR CHRISTINA
JONES 'MAGICAL' Heat 'FABULOUS' The Times 'A WONDERFUL WRITER' Jill Mansell, author of AND NOW YOU'RE
BACK
The Girl from Summer Hill
The Little Cottage in Lantern Square
That Summer
Curl up with the MOST joyful, escapist read...
The Little Cottage on the Hill
A Seashell Cottage book

Allie Jones loves her cosy cottage café in the picturesque village of Heatherlea. She has
her independence, two grown-up children and two cute cats. Life is settled and she thinks
she's happy. Author Chris Monroe has it all. Critical success, a luxurious London
apartment, and the kind of jet-set lifestyle most people dream of. But something's
missing.When a family bereavement throws these two old friends together, they begin to
question the true meaning of happiness. Love is in the air, but do Allie and Chris have
room in their hands-on lives for more than a summer fling?
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‘A well written and very intriguing tale that I really enjoyed.’ – Katie Fforde Nominated
in the Contemporary Romance category at the Romantic Novelists’ Association RoNA Awards
2016
Whether you live in a country farmhouse or an urban apartment, find inspiration for every
room in your home. Come cozy up with your creativity and Liz's welcoming voice so you can
love the feeling of being at home. In this beautiful book of house and garden photography
and DIY inspiration, popular blogger Liz Marie Galvan shares: 100 tips and tricks to make
your home feel cozy Budget-friendly hints to make decorating affordable Simple DIY
projects for every room in your house In Cozy White Cottage, you'll get the help you need
to create a space you love coming home to as Liz offers her best home décor and design
tips. You'll love Liz's real-life, easy, and affordable ideas to get the most out of your
home and discover things like: The passion and productivity that can pour out of an
inspiring, functional workspace or home office The conversation and connection that flow
out of a warm, well-arranged living room The thoughtful hospitality that can welcome
guests, be it for a cup of coffee or an overnight stay The rejuvenation that can happen
when we have quiet spaces for reading, prayer, and rest The calming routines and rituals
that we can implement into our spaces and our lives The laughter, joy, and learning that
can occur in adorable, functional playrooms The life-giving power that beats in the heart
of our homes: the kitchen Join the hundreds of thousands of readers and DIY-ers who find
design inspiration on Liz's blog, where she shares stories of life with her son, Cope,
and veteran husband, Jose, in their 1800s Michigan farmhouse, and her home décor
boutique. Cozy White Cottage offers inspiration for every style and makes the perfect
self-purchase, housewarming gift, birthday treat, Mother's Day read, or holiday gift.
Look for Liz’s other cozy home décor book of DIY inspiration, Cozy White Cottage Seasons.
New York Times bestselling author Nancy Thayer whisks readers back to the beloved island
of Nantucket in this delightful novel about two single parents who accidentally rent the
same summer house—and must soon decide where their hearts truly lie. Sensible thirty-sixyear-old Sophie Anderson has always known what to do. She knows her role in life:
supportive wife of a successful architect and calm, capable mother of two. But on a warm
summer night, as the house grows quiet around her and her children fall asleep, she
wonders what’s missing from her life. When her husband echoes that lonely question,
announcing that he’s leaving her for another woman, Sophie realizes she has no idea
what’s next. Impulsively renting a guest cottage on Nantucket from her friend Susie
Swenson, Sophie rounds up her kids, Jonah and Lacey, and leaves Boston for a quiet family
vacation, minus one. Also minus one is Trevor Black, a software entrepreneur who has
recently lost his wife. Trevor is the last person to imagine himself, age thirty and on
his own, raising a little boy like Leo—smart and sweet, but grappling constantly with his
mother’s death, growing more and more closed off. Hoping a quiet summer on the Nantucket
coast will help him reconnect with Leo, Trevor rents a guest house on the beautiful
island from his friend Ivan Swenson. Best-laid plans run awry when Sophie and Trevor
realize they’ve mistakenly rented the same house. Still, determined to make this a summer
their kids will always remember, the two agree to share the Swensons’ Nantucket house.
But as the summer unfolds and the families grow close, Sophie and Trevor must ask
themselves if the guest cottage is all they want to share. Inspiring and true to life,
The Guest Cottage is Nancy Thayer at her finest, inscribing in graceful, knowing prose
matters of the heart and the meaning of family. Praise for The Guest Cottage “[The Guest
Cottage] will make readers want to hop on the next ferry to seek out their own dreams and
romance.”—Laurie Higgins, Cape Cod Times “[A] delightful beach read.”—InStyle Praise for
Nancy Thayer Nantucket Sisters “Thayer obviously knows her Nantucket, and the strong
sense of place makes this the perfect escapist book for the summer, particularly for fans
of Elin Hilderbrand.”—Booklist “Thayer keeps readers on the edge of their seats with her
dramatic story spanning the girls’ childhood to adulthood. This wonderful beach read
packs a punch.”—Library Journal Island Girls “[A] book to be savored and passed on to the
good women in your life.”—Susan Wiggs “Full of emotion and just plain fun, this novel is
delightful.”—Romance Reviews Today Summer Breeze “Nancy Thayer is the queen of beach
books. . . . All [these characters] are involved in life-changing choices, with all the
heart-wrenching decisions such moments demand.”—The Star-Ledger “An entertaining and
lively read that is perfect for summer reading indulgence.”—Wichita Falls Times Record
News
The Summer House
Lakeside Cottage
A gorgeous feel good romance to escape with
Coral Holiday
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It Started at Sunset Cottage
The Little Island Secret
Longlisted for the 2020 Grand Prix de littérature américaine Publishers Weekly Best Books of 2017 (Top 10) Chicago Public Library
Best of the Best Books 2017 Indie Next Summer 2018 Pick For Reading Groups The haunting tale of a desolate cottage, and the hairthin junction between this life and the next, from bestselling National Book Award finalist Gail Godwin. After his mother's death,
eleven-year-old Marcus is sent to live on a small South Carolina island with his great aunt, a reclusive painter with a haunted past.
Aunt Charlotte, otherwise a woman of few words, points out a ruined cottage, telling Marcus she had visited it regularly after she'd
moved there thirty years ago because it matched the ruin of her own life. Eventually she was inspired to take up painting so she
could capture its utter desolation. The islanders call it "Grief Cottage," because a boy and his parents disappeared from it during a
hurricane fifty years before. Their bodies were never found and the cottage has stood empty ever since. During his lonely hours
while Aunt Charlotte is in her studio painting and keeping her demons at bay, Marcus visits the cottage daily, building up his
courage by coming ever closer, even after the ghost of the boy who died seems to reveal himself. Full of curiosity and open to the
unfamiliar and uncanny given the recent upending of his life, he courts the ghost boy, never certain whether the ghost is friendly or
follows some sinister agenda. Grief Cottage is the best sort of ghost story, but it is far more than that--an investigation of grief,
remorse, and the memories that haunt us. The power and beauty of this artful novel wash over the reader like the waves on a South
Carolina beach.
Years after betraying her, he’s back in Haven Point…and ready to learn the truth Megan Hamilton never really liked Elliot Bailey. He
turned his back on her family when they needed him the most and it almost tore them all apart. So she’s shocked when Elliot
arrives at her family’s inn, needing a place to stay and asking questions that dredge up the past. Megan will rent him a cottage, but
that’s where it ends—no matter how gorgeous Elliot has become. Coming back home to Haven Point was the last thing bestselling
writer Elliot Bailey thought he’d ever do. But the book he’s writing now is his most personal one yet and it’s drawn him back to
the woman he can’t get out of his mind. Seeing Megan again is harder than he expected and it brings up feelings he’d thought
were long buried. Could this be his chance to win over his first love? Don't miss Thayne's next release, The Path to Sunshine Cove:
three love stories in one with the emotional pull of Debbie Macomber, Barbara Delinsky and Susan Wiggs!
In The Summer Book Tove Jansson distills the essence of the summer—its sunlight and storms—into twenty-two crystalline
vignettes. This brief novel tells the story of Sophia, a six-year-old girl awakening to existence, and Sophia’s grandmother, nearing
the end of hers, as they spend the summer on a tiny unspoiled island in the Gulf of Finland. The grandmother is unsentimental and
wise, if a little cranky; Sophia is impetuous and volatile, but she tends to her grandmother with the care of a new parent. Together
they amble over coastline and forest in easy companionship, build boats from bark, create a miniature Venice, write a fanciful study
of local bugs. They discuss things that matter to young and old alike: life, death, the nature of God and of love. “On an island,”
thinks the grandmother, “everything is complete.” In The Summer Book, Jansson creates her own complete world, full of the varied
joys and sorrows of life. Tove Jansson, whose Moomintroll comic strip and books brought her international acclaim, lived for much
of her life on an island like the one described in The Summer Book, and the work can be enjoyed as her closely observed journal of
the sounds, sights, and feel of a summer spent in intimate contact with the natural world.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Weiner, the undisputed boss of the beach read, is back with another stunner.” —The
New York Times “That Summer Is Your *IDEAL* Beach Read.” —Cosmopolitan Named a Most Anticipated Book of Spring 2021 by
Marie Claire, Bustle, Good Morning America, CNN, PopSugar, Good Housekeeping, Frolic, Country Living, and Working Mother
Named a Notable Work of Fiction by The Washington Post From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Big Summer comes
another deliciously twisty novel of intrigue, secrets, and the transformative power of female friendship. Daisy Shoemaker can’t
sleep. With a thriving cooking business, full schedule of volunteer work, and a beautiful home in the Philadelphia suburbs, she
should be content. But her teenage daughter can be a handful, her husband can be distant, her work can feel trivial, and she has
lots of acquaintances, but no real friends. Still, Daisy knows she’s got it good. So why is she up all night? While Daisy tries to
identify the root of her dissatisfaction, she’s also receiving misdirected emails meant for a woman named Diana Starling, whose
email address is just one punctuation mark away from her own. While Daisy’s driving carpools, Diana is chairing meetings. While
Daisy’s making dinner, Diana’s making plans to reorganize corporations. Diana’s glamorous, sophisticated, single-lady life is
miles away from Daisy’s simpler existence. When an apology leads to an invitation, the two women meet and become friends. But,
as they get closer, we learn that their connection was not completely accidental. Who IS this other woman, and what does she want
with Daisy? From the manicured Main Line of Philadelphia to the wild landscape of the Outer Cape, written with Jennifer Weiner’s
signature wit and sharp observations, That Summer is a story about surviving our pasts, confronting our futures, and the
sustaining bonds of friendship.
An absolutely unputdownable feel good romance novel
A Summer of Second Chances
Fifteenth Summer
The Cottage in the Woods
Because You Don't Need to Live Large to Live Beautifully
Mandy (rpkg)

A USA Today Bestseller! “Every now and then a new voice in fiction arrives to completely
charm, entertain and remind us what matters. Viola Shipman is that voice and The Summer
Cottage is that absolutely irresistible and necessary novel.” — New York Times
Bestselling Author Dorothea Benton Frank From the bestselling author of The Charm
Bracelet and The Recipe Box comes the perfect summer escape about the restorative power
of family tradition, small-town community and the feel of sand between your toes Adie Lou
Kruger’s ex never understood her affection for what her parents called their Cozy
Cottage, the charming, ramshackle summer home—complete with its own set of rules for
relaxing—that she’s inherited on Lake Michigan. But despite the fact she’s facing a
broken marriage and empty nest, and middle age is looming in the distance, memories of
happy childhoods on the beach give her reason for hope. She’s determined not to let her
husband’s affair with a grad student reduce her to a cliché, or to waste one more minute
in a career she doesn’t love, so it becomes clear what Adie Lou must do: rebuild her life
and restore her cottage shingle by shingle, on her terms. But converting the beloved,
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weather-beaten structure into a bed-and-breakfast isn’t quite the efficient home-reno
experience she’s seen on TV. Pushback from Saugatuck’s contentious preservation society,
costly surprises and demanding guests were not part of the plan. But as the cottage comes
back to life, Adie Lou does, too, finding support in unexpected places and a new love
story on the horizon. One cottage rule at a time, Adie Lou reclaims her own strength,
history and joy by rediscovering the magic in every sunset and sandcastle.
It¿s summer, which means it¿s time for Ella, Beth and Jamie to find boys and hook-up.
Includes book preview. Chapter Book: 31 chapters.
Revisit the captivating tale of timeless summer pleasures by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Susan Wiggs! LAKESIDE COTTAGE If you trust your heart, you’ll always
know who you are.... Each summer, Kate Livingston returns to her family’s lakeside
cottage, a place of simple living and happy times - a place where she now hopes her shy
son can blossom. But her quiet life gets a bit more interesting with the arrival of an
intriguing new neighbor, JD Harris. Although she is a confirmed single mother, Kate is
soon drawn into the sweetness of a summer romance and discovers the passion of a
lifetime. JD is hardly able to remember who he was before the media frenzy of becoming an
overnight hero back in Washington, D.C....until he escapes to this lovely, remote part of
the Northwest. Now Kate Livingston and her son have rekindled the joy of small pleasures
and peace… But how long will his blissful anonymity last before reality comes banging at
his door? Titles originally published in 2005.
One twinkling winter’s night, Ruby wakes her sleeping children and escapes for a new life
in the countryside. It’s a choice that will change her life beyond all recognition…
Arriving at the cosy little rental cottage as the first snow begins to fall, Ruby doesn’t
regret leaving her bully of a husband for a moment, but she does feel guilty about
uprooting her kids so close to Christmas. She can only wish that one day soon her son
will forgive her. It’s not long before the family are settled in and drinking hot
chocolate by the fire, the flames kept roaring by a neighbouring woodsman called Angus.
As big as a tree, but as gentle as a dormouse, all Ruby’s instincts tell her to be wary
of letting this gorgeous stranger get too close. Is that the first tingle of festive
magic Ruby can feel? Or might it even be hope? As Christmas day approaches and a blizzard
sparks a power cut across the entire village, Ruby must force herself to believe in
Christmas miracles again. Was she right to put her trust in Angus? With only flickering
candles to guide her through the darkness, will she ever find her way back to the light?
Wrap yourself up in this utterly gorgeous festive romance, perfect for anyone who loves
Heidi Swan, Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond – and Christmas! **This novel can be read as a
standalone.** What readers are saying about Christmas at the Little Cottage on the Hill:
Oooooohhhhhh.....I literally loved this book!... The story is heart-warming and festive,
and has really got me in the mood for Christmas!!… It really makes you want to keep
reading to see if there really is a happy ending. If you want a heart-warming, uplifting,
feel good festive romance then this is definitely the book for you.’ Curled Up With a
Good Book, 5 stars ‘Absolute perfection!... I'd give it 10 stars if I could!’ Lyn
Faulkner, 5 stars ‘Wow talk about saving the best for last… I was fighting tears almost
constantly… which was rather awkward since I had saved the last bit to read in a
restaurant with dinner!! It was just so good, and so romantic… I love every second of
this book, and it’s definitely my favourite from Emma Davies. Such a joy to read, and I
recommend it to anyone that loves Christmas books, this series, feel good fiction or just
generally wants to be smiling while reading.’ Rachel’s Random Reads, 5 stars ‘A
wonderfully festive and heart-warming read. It had me totally captivated and read it in
one afternoon. The perfect read for this time of year. Simply wonderful!’ By the Letter
Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘My ability to actually put one of these stories down and go to bed
is non-existent… just wraps around your heart like a warm blanket.’ I Am, Indeed, 5 stars
‘What a ride! Just when you think all is lost the magic of Christmas and Joy's Acre weave
their spell and...no spoilers but...WOW! I love this series so much!’ Goodreads reviewer,
5 stars ‘Had me hooked from the first page. The characters are brilliant … Full of
Christmas and snow with romance and heartbreak… You just want to curl up and keep warm
and think of Christmas when you read it… so fantastic… worth far more than five stars.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Absolutely loved… This book had it all, romance, hardship,
heartrendering, heartwarming, a wonderful setting, Christmas, snow and friendship. Who
could ask for more... I cannot recommend this book highly enough, it's wonderful.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Without a doubt, a book to get you well and truly into the
festive spirit!... the warm fuzzy feeling that this wonderful story brought was enough to
melt me instantly!... It certainly gets a resounding festive thumbs up from me!! Would
highly recommend!!’ Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars
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An absolutely gripping and heartbreaking page-turner
Wisteria Cottage (Valancourt 20th Century Classics)
The complete Lantern Square story
Coral Cottage
The Cottages on Silver Beach
Butterfly Cottage
Blurb: Three generations of women unexpectedly head out to the family's cottage at the Straits of
Mackinac for a small-town Michigan summer together. Each has her own journey to pursue during this
short respite time from "normal" life. One of them has a secret that will change all of their lives. Can she
make this one special summer to remember or will all be devastated? Faith for family and friends will be
tested, with some finally able to put the past behind them and begin anew.
Sparks and tempers fly when Ben comes to stay in Daisy’s holiday cottage Daisy likes routine. She goes to
work, makes dinner for her son, then loses herself for an hour or two in her sewing. She’s not looking for
change, until Ben crashes – literally – into her life. Ben is training for a triathlon, working himself to the
limit in an attempt to forget a recent trauma. Daisy wants to help, but even as they draw closer with
every week that passes, he pushes her away whenever things threaten to get serious. Can Ben open
himself up to love again? And with Daisy’s life in the Yorkshire Dales and Ben’s in New York, can they
have a future together even if he does? For fans of Trisha Ashley and Tilly Tennant, this is a perfect and
much-needed slice of summer escapism. 'An utterly charming book, with interesting and compelling
characters, where I was sucked into Daisy’s world. I found myself slowing down to savour both Snow’s
writing and the delicious tension between Daisy and Ben. Highly recommend.' Jenni Keer, author of The
Hopes and Dreams of Lucy Baker
"Fifteen-year-old Chelsea and her family are spending the summer at a cottage on the shore of Lake
Michigan where Chelsea meets and falls for Josh--the cute and shy employee at the new bookstore in
town."-When her terminally ill mother requests that the family reunite at their summer cottage for the Fourth of
July, Helen and her siblings revisit their long-ago decisions and assumptions and face new choices that
could shatter their fragile kinship.
Summer Boys
The Cosy Cottage in Ireland (Romantic Escapes, Book 8)
The Summer Cottage
A Summer of Surprises
Summer House
I catch sight of a familiar face across the street, and my breath stops. I’m not sure any answers he can
give me will mend my shattered heart – but I need them anyway. This island has kept its secrets long
enough. When Abby steps off the ferry and onto the isle of Kinlossay, she squeezes her daughter’s hand
and prays this trip was not a mistake. For the last year she has been receiving letters from a
mysterious stranger detailing every moment of his life on this rugged little island. Swept away by
descriptions of buttercups dancing on rolling fields, his words were a lifeline to Abby, filling her
grey life with colour. But then, one day, the messages stopped. Perhaps Abby should have forgotten about
the man who gave her hope again, but she’s learned the hard way that she needs to make her own luck in
life. She knows what she felt as she read those letters and she owes it to herself and her daughter to
find out the truth. But what if the truth means discovering that nothing about the man you thought you
knew is real? When the secret of the island is revealed, will Abby run home to safety, or stay and fight
for the life her daughter deserves? Lose yourself on the wild shores of a remote island in this
absolutely gripping and heart-wrenching story about holding on to hope and the incredible things we do
for love. Filled with secrets and surprises, fans of Debbie Macomber, Rosanna Ley and Sheila O’Flanagan
will adore this stunning and totally uplifting page-turner. Everyone is talking about Emma Davies: ‘Wow,
this was such an amazing, gripping, emotional and heartbreaking read… I absolutely loved this story.’
Page Turners – Book Reviews by Caroline, 5 stars ‘Absolutely fantastic… a beautiful, addictive and heartwarming book that will stay with you for a long time.’ Book Worm 86, 5 stars ‘So emotionally intense
that at times you are gripping the sides of your comfy chair… will also pull at your heartstrings… one
powerful book that needs to be put on your must-read list… filled with emotional rollercoasters… My
heart was pounding fast!’ Heidi Lynn’s Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘Will stay in your mind long after you’ve
read the last page.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Puts tears in your eyes and hope in your heart… I
absolutely loved the story.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A brilliantly addictive read… a very worthy
five+ stars from me.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘I lost myself in the story… I could almost smell the
sea air… powerful… thought provoking and emotional.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘What. A. Book… perfect… kept me
glued from beginning to end. Even when I had to do my chores… filled to the brim with suspense and
emotions… I had to know how the book ended. Addictive and captivating.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
Chef Casey Reddick has had it up to here with men. When she arrives in the charming town of Summer Hill,
Virginia, she leaves behind a demanding boss at a famous D.C. restaurant and a breakup with a boyfriend
jealous of her success. Some peace and quiet on the picturesque Tattwell plantation is just what she
needs to start fresh.
A delightful beach read about a young woman’s personal growth as she finds new love and deals with one
family surprise after another! Jill Conroy is tricked by her sister into becoming the housekeeper and
cook for the summer at Seashell Cottage where Greg Campbell and his nephew, Brody, have been hired to do
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maintenance projects on the house. Annoyed at first, Jill soon realizes how wonderful it is to be away
from her home in New York and the memories of her deceased, emotionally abusive husband. Soon the magic
of the beach heals Jill enough for her to decide to move to Florida permanently to make a new life for
herself. Her part-time work at a summer camp and the promise of a new job as a third-grade teacher in
the fall make it seem as if her future is set. But a visit from her sister, followed by her mother,
reveals secrets that surprise them all. Jill learns to accept the idea of love not only from Brody but
from his daughter, Kacy, as the summer brings even more surprises. Another of Judith Keim’s series books
celebrating love and families, strong women meeting challenges, and clean women’s fiction with a touch
of romance—beach reads for all ages with a touch of humor, satisfying twists, and happy endings. Be sure
to check out her other delightful books and series that readers adore. Contemporary Women's Fiction,
Family Fiction, Contemporary Romance, Contemporary Women's Romance, Sisters Fiction, Family Fiction,
Florida Beaches, Beach Read, Mothers and Daughters, New beginnings
The little blue cottage waits each year for summer to arrive—and with it, the girl. Through sunny days
and stormy weather, the cottage and the girl keep each other company and wile away the long days and
nights together. Until one year, and then another, the cottage is left waiting and empty season after
season. In this heartfelt story about change, Kelly Jordan’s lilting text and Jessica Courtney-Tickle's
lush art captures the essence of cherishing a favorite place.
Includes a bonus story
Notes from a Summer Cottage: The Intimate Life of the Outside World
Cozy White Cottage
Summer at the Little Cottage on the Hill
Summer at the Cosy Cottage Cafe
The Book of Summer

The ocean, the wild roses on the dunes and the stunning Cliff House, perched atop a bluff in
Sconset, Nantucket. Inside the faded pages of the Cliff House guest book live the spellbinding
stories of its female inhabitants: from Ruby, a bright-eyed newlywed on the eve of World War II
to her granddaughter Bess, who returns to the beautiful summer estate. For the first time in
four years, physician Bess Codman visits the compound her great-grandparents built almost a
century before, but due to erosion, the once-grand home will soon fall into the sea. Bess must
now put aside her complicated memories in order to pack up the house and deal with her mother, a
notorious town rabble-rouser, who refuses to leave. It’s not just memories of her family home
Bess must face though, but also an old love that might hold new possibilities. In the midst of
packing Bess rediscovers the forgotten family guest book. Bess’s grandmother and primary keeper
of the book, Ruby, always said Cliff House was a house of women, and by the very last day of the
very last summer at Cliff House, Bess will understand the truth of her grandmother’s words in
ways she never imagined.
A heartwarming holiday beach special. Marina Moore’s new Coral Cafe is a Summer Beach favorite
of locals and visitors alike. When her sister Kai throws her energy into helping create a Summer
Beach performing arts theater, the entire family gets involved. Soon they are in a race to open
by the holiday season. As former investigative journalist Jack Ventana struggles to adapt to
life as a single father in a small beach town, his relationship with Marina suffers. Will this
winter bring them together or force them apart? Join Marina and Kai as they involve the entire
Summer Beach community in fundraising and casting a new holiday show to celebrate the joy of
Christmas and winter holidays. From USA Today bestselling author Jan Moran, Coral Holiday is the
third novel in the Summer Beach: Coral Cottage series.
This book in the Family Fun series shows kids what to do to pass the long summer days at the
cottage.
Dandelion Cottage
The Little Blue Cottage
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